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This study aimed to improve the setup process of injection molding machines by using the developed setup improvement
methodology. Overall performance effectiveness (OPE) was used to evaluate the setup improvement. A case study was tested on
the application of the developed setup improvement methodology. A 50.1% reduction in setup time was attained by the developed
methodology, and significant time savings were achieved with minimum investment. Comparisons between before and after
improvement implementation were conducted through OPE to verify the improvement. In terms of OPE, the setup performance
in the case study considered an acceptable value of 60.45%. The setup process performance of the developed setup improvement
methodology was judged in terms of effectiveness. Results therefore indicate that OPE measurement is an effective way to analyze
the efficiency of a single setup process.

1. Introduction

Customer demands with low volume but high variety are
often highly volatile because of the growing dynamics of
today’s market. Low-volume production for a high variety
of goods reveals to companies the necessity of improving
their changeover or setup performance to provide quick
response to customer demands. Van Goubergen and Van
Landeghem [1] argued that setup reduction is important as
it can significantly affect production time to increase produc-
tion throughput. Single-minute exchange of die (SMED) is a
setup reduction concept introduced by Shigeo Shingo in the
1950s to improve productivity by improving setup operations.
SMED is used as one of the elements in a continuous
improvement process [2]. For instance, Patel et al. [3] devel-
oped a new structured methodology based on lean SMED
and mistake proofing methods to improve the changeover
process in the machining of precision components for the
aerospace industry in a more efficient manner as well as to
redesign these activities to make the convertibility process
less timely by using simple poka-yoke devices. Cakmakci and
Karasu [4] used a predetermined time system to standardize

setup operations according to a set of standard operation
procedures in the automobile industry. The integration of
a predetermined time system and SMED yields a better
improvement of setup operations based on a detailed motion
study of setup activities. Moreira and Pais [5] showed that
SMED is an excellent concept for improving setup opera-
tions in the mold-making industry. SMED implementation
allowed the authors to identify the key drivers to productivity
improvement and to improve setup operations by reducing
waste activities, which represent about 2% of the industry’s
sales volume. These previous works proved that SMED is
capable of improving setup activities in various industries.

Moxham andGreatbanks [6] claimed that the adoption of
setup measurement in SMED enables companies to under-
stand where they currently stand in setting up a process.
The measurement indicator of setup performance is vital for
measuring and monitoring the improvement of the setup
process. Based on the wide applications of SMED, setup time
reduction is the common measurement indicator of setup
performance improvement [7]. Other measurement indica-
tors used to measure setup improvement through SMED
including process capability analysis [8], setup cost [9], and
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distance travelled by operators during the changeover process
[10]. For example, Cakmakci [8] used the process capability
analysis to quantify SMED capability in one process to indi-
cate process variability and process deviation. However, none
of the works on setup reduction focused on improving setup
activities from the perspective of process effectiveness. The
existence of effectivenessmeasurement techniques can differ-
entiate the issues, problems, and potentials for improvement
and development during the setup process in a short time
frame. Therefore, a setup reduction approach that embraces
performance measurement in terms of effectiveness must be
developed to improve the setup process performance.

2. Methodology

Figure 1 illustrates the sequence of the setup reduction pro-
cess.The process consists of two sections: setup improvement
methodology and performance evaluationmeasurement.The
first section assists the users in analyzing and improving the
quick changeover operations to reduce setup time, while the
second section focuses on measuring the effectiveness of the
setup process before and after improvements.

Step 1 (study current setup). To initiate the setup realization
process, understanding the production floor is a must. Most
of the production floor will have a number of duplicate
machines or groups of machines, so the setting up activities
of every machine will be similar. Therefore, selecting the
most important machine among the groups of machines is
advisable, rather than focusing individually on eachmachine.
The criteria for machine selection are based on its availability
and usability, which can be identified through the historical
data available on the shop floor. Once the machine is
identified, details on the current setup activities need to
be collected, such as a detailed motion and time study of
the setup operations. The activities involved in setting up
operations will be verified and recorded by a video recorder.

Step 2 (categorize setup). In Step 2, the activities of setup
operations are separated according to the categories shown in
Figure 2. The categories are used to identify the value-added
(VA) activities, non-value-added but necessary (NVAN)
activities, and non-value-added (NVA) activities responsible
for performance in the setup operation. According to Ohno
[11], VA activities are processes that add value to the product
by altering the shape or character of a particular material,
product, or assembly, such as by assembling parts into a
functional part. NVAN activities are activities that are outside
the standard of work, yet indirectly add value to the products,
such as securing amold in positionwith bolts and nuts during
IM. NVA activities are regarded as waste in the conventional
sense. Waste is considered an unproductive activity and is
needless in any aspect. Waste should be removed once found,
for example, traveling from the machine to the tool storage
to pick up parts when a wrong part is brought along initially.
The setup activities in the NVA category will be investigated
in the next step because the improvement opportunity lies in
the detailed operations of the setup.

Step 3 (evaluate the setup operation). Once the category
of the setup operation is clearly identified, the information
will be used to analyze the overall performance of the
setup activities. The developed performance measurement,
namely, OPE, originated from the concept of overall effec-
tiveness equipment (OEE). OPE considers two measurement
elements. The first element is the availability of a setup
technician to set up the machine. Availability is the ratio of
the total time of VA and NVAN activities to the total setup
time (1). Total setup time is the actual setup time used in the
entire setup process. Availability of a setup technician refers
to the overall time spent on themachine setupwithminimum
wastage activities. VA activities can be evaluated by reducing
the wastage activities.This step ensures that setup technicians
will spend their time focusing onmachine setup instead of on
irrelevant setup procedures:

Availability

=

[Total Setup Time (mins) −NVA Activities (mins)]
[Total Setup Time (mins)]

.

(1)

The second element is the performance of setup oper-
ations by the technician. Performance is the ratio of dis-
crepancy between the total setup times to the planned setup
time (2). As planned setup time is the target time set by
the management, the performance ratio can evaluate the
capability of setup technicians to perform their work to
achieve the set target. Performance ratio is used to evaluate
the performance of technicians in achieving the planned time
compared to their actual performance in setup operations.
Thus, OPE is calculated by

Performance =
[Planned Setup Time (mins)]
[Total Setup Time (mins)]

, (2)

OPE = (Availability ∗ Performance) ∗ 100%. (3)

Many researchers have suggested an ideal value for OEE;
the average acceptance value proposed is between 60% and
70% [12, 13]. If the OPE value does not reach the acceptable
range, then an improvement of the setup operation needs
to be carried out, as elucidated in Step 4; otherwise, the
deliberate setup activities are effective.

Step 4 (identify improvement opportunities). In Step 4, the
improvement opportunity lies in the setup operation. It
is carried out by investigating and analyzing the activities
that have been categorized under NVA (Step 3). From the
opportunity determination, the cause of the occurrence will
be brainstormed, and alternatives for setup improvement
will be generated. Reduction of setup time is achieved by
improving the steps shown in Figure 3. In this study, NVAN
activities are considered as VA activities that contribute
indirectly to the setup operation.Without these activities, the
setup operation will not be completed. For example, securing
bolts on the mold is considered an NVA activity in the IM
process; however, without the bolts, the mold will not attach
firmly to the machine. Therefore, the elimination of NVA
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Figure 2: Categories of setup activities.

activities along with the reduction of setup time will result in
a shorter effective cycle time per part. In this paper, the entire
methodology was applied to a case study company, details of
which are discussed in the following section.

3. Case Study

The case study reported in this paper took place in an elec-
tronic manufacturing plant. The plant has 50 IM machines
operating 24 hours daily. Three eight-hour shifts are sched-
uled daily. Five setup technicians were responsible for the
setup operation, and two technicians were assigned per team
to complete the given setup task. Each teamwas able to set up
an average of six machines every day. The number of molds
in the storage was more than 300 sets, and the technicians
were required to perform machine setup with various molds
according to the production order given by the production

Overall setup activity

VA NVAN NVA

VA NVAN

Improved setup time

Current setup time

VA NVAN

Figure 3: Setup time reduction.

management.The following sections discuss the applicability
of the developed methodology based on the case study.

Step 1. (study current setup). In the study, machine 19 was
chosen as the studied machine. Machine 19 has 20 tonnes
of molding capacity. Compared with other available injection
machines on the shop floor, machine 19 is considered as one
of the smallest machines. It is also the most utilized machine,
which allowed constant analysis of the setup procedures.
Another main advantage of this machine setup is its relative
similarity to most machines on the shop floor. Therefore, the
study focused on obtaining setup information on machine
19, such as overall setup procedures on the machine and
time study on setup operation. To understand the current
situation, the overall machine setup, from receiving the order
for setup to the actual machine setup, was observed and
recorded. Interviews were conducted with the personnel,
such as the setup technicians, to further describe the plant’s
practices and standard operation procedures on current setup
operations. A time study on the setup operation ofmachine 19
involving the setup technicianswas also performed.The setup
elements were observed. Table 1 lists the details of the time
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study on each recorded element. The entire setup operation
required 43.21 minutes before the machine was ready for
production.

Step 2. (categorize setup). Next, the setup operations involved
were distinguished and divided into the following three
components: VA,NVAN, andNVAactivities.The last column
of Table 1 exhibits all the proposed activities during a setup
operation. From the categories, these activities were used to
identify the causes of ineffectiveness of the machine setup.
VA activities are defined as the activities that directly or
indirectly contribute to the setup operation and allow the
production to run as planned. In Table 1, lifting the newmold
into the machine (Step 8) is considered as a VA activity in
the setup operation. Installing the mold is a necessary action;
otherwise, the mold will remain on the ground, where none
of the procedures will show how the mold can be installed
into the machine. On other hand, NVA activities are defined
as activities that are unnecessary during the setup of the
machine. For example, tool finding (Step 10) was supposed
to be performed before the actual setup of machine 19. This
action should not occur during setup because it will cause
idling to the setup operation; even when no operations were
done on the machine, time was still running. Meanwhile,
NVAN activities ensure that the VA steps are properly
completed. Table 1 reveals that fixing the mold clamps (Step
11) does not contribute to the product, but it is necessary to
ensure clamps hold the mold at its position in the machine.

Step 3. (evaluate the setup operation). OPE is then used to
determine the effectiveness of the current setup process. It is
calculated according to the proposed mathematical method
discussed in Step 3 in Section 2. An availability element and
a performance element of 0.3224 and 0.4673 were obtained
based on (1) and (3), respectively. The OPE value of the
current setup process was 15.07%, which was below the
acceptable range. Therefore, further improvements on the
current setup process were required.

Step 4. (identify improvement opportunities). An analysis
of the steps involved in the setup revealed several reasons
for the poor performance of setup operations. The highest
contribute for the setup time is “find the new mold”. First,
the poor mold storage delayed the entire setup operation
which is required 20 minutes. Technicians needed to check
each tag on the molds to retrieve the required molds, which
were poorly arranged in the storage room. No visual lines
or benchmarks for mold placement also exist in the rack.
The lack of proper standards in mold coding underlies the
difficulties the technicians face as well as the longer time
consumed for retrieving the required mold accurately and
effectively. Second, the lack of an established checklist of
equipment had lowered the standards for performing a setup
operation. The technicians were not well equipped and often
searched for missing tools during the setup operation, thus
causing unwanted time wastage.

This study aims to improve the setup activities by in-
corporating a developed performance measurement. The
developed performance measurement used to evaluate the

effectiveness of performing a setup process is named overall
performance effectiveness (OPE). OPE is a measurement
index that shows the effectiveness of a setup process improve-
ment.Thepaper is arranged as follows: Section 2describes the
methodology used to improve the setup process, Section 3
presents the case study and the results conducted in an
injection molding (IM) company, Section 4 compares the
results from Section 3, Section 5 discusses the results, and
Section 6 concludes the paper.

The second highest contribute for the setup time is “adjust
and align mold”. The mold inlet needed to be adjusted in
order to align it with the injection nozzle. Formold alignment
activities, the technician consumes time to adjust the mold
based on their vision and experience. Few test runs are
needed for skilled technicians to attain accurate alignment
until the best part is produced.The unskilled setup technician
consumes even longer time as he performs a trial-and-
error adjustmentmethod because they lacked knowledge and
training on adjusting molding machines.

Three alternatives were suggested to overcome the afore-
mentioned problems:

(i) mold location line with mold number tag;
(ii) equipment list;
(iii) color cross-line indicator on mold and machine.

The first alternative was used to improve the mold-
handling method in storage location. Molds were aligned
with the colored tape on the mold storage rack and a mold
number tag was used to identify the storage mold. Following
the currentmoldmaster list, themoldswere arranged accord-
ing to the size, customer, and frequency of usage. Different
colors may be used in the labels for different items to ensure
that molds and equipment are kept in their designated places.
This method will significantly reduce time lost finding the
correct mold before setup. This alternative implies a simple
visual management concept that can simplify and improve
the means of delivery information. The technician in charge
can easily determine the accurate location.

For the second alternative, a list of equipment checklist
was initiated to ensure that no tools are lost before any
setup operation. A checklist or check table can be a tool
template with drawings. This list indicates the availability of
all tools or parts required for a particular setup at a glance.
It is used to confirm the availability of equipment before
actual machine setup. For example, by checking equipment
availability on a checklist before performing any machine
setup, the technician instantly knows which equipment is
unavailable in his equipment cart. Thus, the time to find
unavailable tools during machine setup is reduced. This
alternative also improves visibility to track the availability of
a tool visually.

For the third alternative, a cross-line indicator was
implemented to improve mold adjustment on the injection
machine. A cross line was drawn on the mold fixture on the
machine. The cross will intersect the nozzle center point. A
corresponding cross line was drawn on the mold surface.
Aligning both cross lines on the mold surface and the
machine fixture reduces mold adjustment time.
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Table 1: Setup elements of machine 19.

Step Setup element Element setup time (mins) Category
VA NVAN NVA

1 Find new mold 20.00 √

2 Get and shift mold from store to machine 19 3.00 √

3 Clean used mold (spray) 0.50 √

4 Fix the crane clamp to use mold 1.00 √

5 Remove four mold clamps 1.50 √

6 Lift up used mold 1.25 √

7 Move crane to new mold 0.92 √

8 Lift up new mold 1.67 √

9 Adjust and align mold 7.50 √

10 Find and get tools 1.00 √

11 Fix back mold clamps 2.67 √

12 Remove crane clamp 1.83 √

Total time 43.24

Table 2: Data on the setup process before and after improvements.

Data collected Before improvement After improvement
Planned setup time (mins) 20.00 20.00
Actual total setup time (mins) 43.24 21.00
NVA time (mins) 29.00 7.67

4. Comparison Result

OPE was used to measure the performance effectiveness of a
setup operation, and a performance comparison of the setup
operation before and after the improvements was conducted.
TheOPEmeasurement comparisonwas employed to evaluate
the setup operation before and after the improvements and
to validate the improvements made. Improvements after the
implementation of the suggested alternatives in Step 4 were
tested in a pilot run. Table 2 shows the collected data of
setup operations performance before and after improvement.
Planned setup time is the total setup time suggested by the
management to the setup team to perform a setup operation
on amachine. Based on the complexity of the setup procedure
for machine 19 and to remain coherent with the SMED
concept of the company, the ideal setup time given by the
management was 20 minutes. Actual total setup time was
the actual total time spent on the machine setup based on
the time study mentioned in Table 2. The recorded setup
time improved from 43.24 minutes to 21.00 minutes. The
main contribution of the reduction of total setup time was
an improvement in the NVA activities.

The total time spent on the NVA activities was reduced
from29.00minutes to 7.67minutes. Time spent on such activ-
ities was significantly reduced to 70%. These NVA activities
were the main focus for improvement in this study. As shown
in Figure 4, improvements conducted in the three activities
contributed significantly to improving the time spent onNVA
activities. The time for finding the required mold improved
from 20.00 minutes to 5.00 minutes, a 75% time reduction.
Additionally, no tool finding activities occurred after the
improvement, which eliminated the activities and reduced
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overall activity time by 1.00 minute. The mold adjustment
step also had improved by 71% in its activity time, from 7.50
minutes to 2.17 minutes.

Figure 5 shows the OPE performance of machine 19
before and after improvement. Before the improvement, an
OPE value of 15.07% indicated a poor performance by the
technician in setup operations. After improvements were
carried out on the setup operation of machine 19, OPE
showed an increased performance efficiency of 60.45%,
which is inside the accepted percentage range mentioned in
Step 3 ofmethodology section.Theperformance effectiveness
of the setup process increased to more than 45% of its
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original performance according to the proposed performance
measurement. With this implementation of measurement,
top management can better understand the performance of
setup process on the machine, and indirectly evaluate and
monitor the performance of the setup technician.

5. Discussion

OPE measurement makes it possible to facilitate the per-
formance of a setup technician in setup procedures. For
example, OPE can measure the efficiency of technicians in
a setup operation. If the OPE level in a particular setup
operation is lower than the recommended level, investiga-
tions can be done to determine the problem in the operation.
Furthermore, OPE allows the management to optimize setup
operations by facilitating potential improvement areas. It
enables technicians to improve the operation procedures
that have the most impact on the overall setup operation.
Currently, SMED is focused on reducing the time spent
on setup operations based on historical data. No real-time
techniques can provide management swift feedback on the
improvement made on a process. If historical records are
unavailable, the improvement made will be untraceable. For
such a situation, OPE is a useful application that will allow
management to monitor and facilitate setup improvement
without any reference to historical data. OPE also allows users
to have better control over the entire setup operation. Per-
formance on internal and external setups can be monitored
individually.

OPE enables the management to have a better under-
standing on the performance of each element, and thus
exercise better planning on SMED improvement for each
element. Availability metrics were used to calculate the total
time spent in NVA activities. It indicates the ratio of total
time of VA and NVAN activities to the total setup time
used on one machine. As the performance measurement
is dependent on the total time spent on NVA activities,
issues were raised regarding the necessity of taking NVAN

activities into account. The definitions of the activities are
regarded as important criteria tomeasure the reliability of the
performance measurement. Performance of the operator in
the setup operation was calculated as the discrepancy ratio of
actual total setup time to ideal setup time.

In this case study, the use of a common mathematical
approach to calculate performance efficiency as the ratio of
actual setup time to planned setup time. It indicated that the
result of performance measurement is inversely proportional
to its performance. Therefore, the discrepancy value was
used to lever the mathematical formula for performance
measurement. This method can be used to calculate the
performance of the setup technician in a setup operation on
a machine and to meet the setup time requirement.

As stated by Van Goubergen and Van Landeghem [1],
the reduction setup time impacts production throughput
positively. The OPE can be as a guidance for offering a set up
time improvement to shorten the production downtime for
changeover purpose. Once the duration of the setup process
shortened, the given time for running the production is
increased; thus it will increase productivity.

6. Conclusion

The performance measurement indicator, OPE, provided
useful results as a monitoring tool for setup performance.
It provided useful information on the performance of an
operator on setup operation, which was always undertaken
in the SMED concept. With this indicator, management can
monitor the setup performance and further enhance setup
improvement from the operator’s perspective. OPE provides
useful guidelines to improve the inefficiencies in setup oper-
ations. This paper presented a case study and argued that,
in the sequential application of stages of the setup reduction
methodology, improvements should be measured to gauge
the improved performance. In the case study, OPE was used
and successfully showed the performance effectiveness of a
setup technician after comparing the results before and after
the setup improvements.
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